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Minutes of 67th Periodical Conference of Controller of Stores of 
all Indian Railways & Production Units with Railway Board held 
on 17th & 18th July 2008 in New Delhi. 
 

1.0 Address by AM/RS: 
 
1.1 AM(RS) welcomed all the participants of 67th Periodical Conference of 

Controller of Stores of all Indian Railways & Production Units.  Items 
of priority such as Depot modernization, Availability of items, Inventory 
management, Disposal of scrap, Coverage of demands – stock & non-
stock both, Management of Suspense Balances, System 
improvements etc. were slated for discussion in the conference. 

 
1.2 AM/RS congratulated all Railways for all round excellent performance 

in the key result areas shown during the 1st quarter of the current 
financial year. 

 
1.3 AM/RS complimented all the Railways for all time highest record 

breaking performance in generation of revenue through  disposal of 
scrap during the year 2007-08 by achieving sale worth Rs. 2736 
crores against a target of Rs. 2000 crores. Railways were also 
complimented for achieving Rs. 739 crores disposal of scrap during 1st 
quarter of current year against a target of Rs. 600 crores. The revenue 
generated from disposal of scrap in the current financial year is almost 
85% higher than the actuals during the corresponding period of the 
last financial year. 
 

1.4 AM/RS appreciated the efforts made by Railways leading to 
considerable improvements towards reaching the target of settlement 
of AT cases within 60 days.  Railways were advised about MM’s 
target for settlement of tenders within 30 days, therefore our mission 
area for the current year will remain as settlement of tenders within 30 
days. 
 

1.5 AM/RS expressed satisfaction over the position of overall availability 
and availability of Safety items.  However, some of Railways specially 
NWR, were advised to review the list of safety items as number of 
safety items are varying widely over different Railways. 

 
1.6 AM/RS expressed concern that despite repeated directives, there is 

not much of improvement in the area of coverage of Non-stock 
demands as, even now, quite a few such demands are awaiting 
coverage even after 6 months/12 months.  The situation calls for 
regular monitoring and review by COSs personally so that visible 
improvements are there by Sept.’08. 
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1.7 AM/RS expressed happiness over Inventory management for 
maintaining TOR within the budgetary projections. However serious 
concern was expressed by him over management of purchase 
suspense which is very high on some of the Railways i.e. on ER, SR, 
NCR, NWR, WCR & DLW. This needs to be reviewed regularly at the 
level of COS.  Some of the COSs reported that they were not getting 
requisite details from the Accounts Deptt.  A note on the subject 
should be put up to FC. 

 
1.8 It was stated by AM/RS that Stores depots on Indian Railways have 

mostly been set up decades ago.  These have to be modernized to 
keep pace with latest & current material handling & storage 
technologies. Therefore Railways should plan & send Depot 
Modernisation and M&P proposals to Board.  Railways should 
accordingly send their proposals separately for 
renovation/replacement/additional requirements of assets to Board 
promptly under relevant plan head i.e. PH41/42/66.  Copies of all such 
proposals should be sent to EDRS/S without fail. 

 
1.9 From the agenda, it can be seen that Dy.CMMs were not carrying out 

field inspections as per laid down norms.  The field inspections by 
Dy.CMMs are very important in resolving small issues on the spot and 
improving the image of department.  COSs were advised that Board’s 
instructions on holding monthly meetings with DRMs (once in a 
month) and at least one depot inspection by the Dy.CMMs must be 
followed without fail and explaination should be called from the 
Defaulters. 

 
1.10 All materials to the consignees / indentors in the divisions and in the 

workshops need to be delivered at their door steps.  For this, transport 
contracts wherever needed should be placed well before expiry of 
existing transport contracts. 

 
2.0 Address by MM:   
 
2.1 MM welcomed all the participants of the 67th Periodical Conference of 

Controller of Stores of all Indian Railways & Production Units. 
 
2.2 MM complimented all the COSs and their team of officers for excellent 

performance during the 1st Quarter of the current year. It was stated 
by him that there has been all around improvement in performance of 
Railways & the performance level on material supply have been very 
good. 

 
2.3 MM expressed satisfaction over excellent availability of Safety items 

but desired that it should be 100% all the time and should not fall 
below 100%.  COSs were complimented over improved availability of 
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items as there were no cases of hold ups of Rolling stock due to non-
availability of materials. 

 
2.4 COSs were also complimented for achieving the target of Tender 

finalization within 60 days except for a few cases.  It was advised to 
Railways to identify the reasons for delays in finalization of tenders 
and provide solutions thereof. It was also advised by MM that Tenders 
must be finalized in shortest possible time, preferably within 30 days.  

 
2.5 It was advised by MM to accelerate implementation of all IT enabled 

projects.  
 

- ECR, NER & CLW were advised to implement MMIS at  faster 
pace  

- To implement all modules of MMIS immediately by all Railways.   
- CRIS was advised to implement E-procurement over all Zonal 

Railways and production units immediately.   
- To implement E-auction over IR at the earliest. 

 
2.6 MM desired that the target of Rs. 3004 crores for revenue generation 

through disposal of scrap during current financial year is a modest 
target and it should be exceeded. 

 
2.7 MM advised Railways to set up the system for identification & 

collection of scrap in such a way that atleast monthly (if not weekly) 
position of availability of scrap alongwith the locations are made 
known to all stores officers jointly with officers of concerned 
departments. To begin with, field officers have to visit locations where 
major scrap are generated and identify scrap lying along the tracks & 
in the premises of workshops alongwith officers of other departments. 
To get maximum benefits from scrap, it should be identified and 
mopped up as soon as available from all workshops, sheds, PWI 
stores and construction organization. Therefore Railways to identify 
weak areas in identification, collection & disposal of scrap and to 
install foolproof systems to take care of shortcomings as are noticed. 

 
2.8 MM complimented all COSs for achieving targets of TOR as per 

budgetory provisions and advised to maintain the same trends. 
 
2.9 It was advised to Railways to give proper attention towards stores 

depots as these on IR are very primitive, infrastructure in depots are 
very old, the buildings are in dilapidated conditions, normally huge 
quantities of materials are lying there, invariably the wards are 
cluttered up and disorganized.  Railways should plan: 

 
(i) To mechanise movement of materials in the depots for their 

efficient functioning by providing material handling equipments 
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like plateform trucks, lifters, pallets, multi-utility vehicles etc. 
within a period of one year & to send proposals for implements 
needed to mechanise the depots. 

(ii) To have proper system for collection of material from Parcel 
office or goods from carrier by trucks or Lorries.  This may be 
outsourced, if needed. 

(iii) To make stocking more efficient by using vertical storage, ASRS 
etc. as priority work. 

 
MM further stated that majority of Material handling equipments in 
stores depots have become obsolete.  These should be replaced and 
it should be ensured that these are in good working condition and are 
provided in places where needed. 

 
2.10 It was advised to COSs that Receipt wards should not function as 

regular wards. Items received should not leave receipt wards unless 
inspected and accepted by appropriate authorities.  Proper checks on 
supply received must be ensured even though items are pre-
inspected by RITES/RDSO or other inspecting authorities. 
 

2.11 It was advised to COSs to ensure that deliveries are not made in bulk 
and are related with rate of consumption to the extant possible to have 
lean and thin depots. As far as possible, Purchase Orders should be 
placed with staggered delivery schedule.  It should be ensured that 
payments are made promptly against each staggered delivery and 
payments should not be held up till last delivery of the last installment.  

 
2.12 MM advised Railways to reduce the time taken for mechanization of 

stores depot and for planning, design and constructions of stores 
depot over Railways especially over new Zonal Railways.   

 
3.0 Address by ML 
 
3.1 ML welcomed all the participants of 67th periodical conference of 

COSs and complimented all Railways and PUs for showing very good 
performance  in the last financial year and during the current year in 
making Procurement in time, Disposal & sale of scrap, Availability of 
items and advised Railways to excel further in these areas of 
Materials Management. 

 
3.2 ML advised that all stores depot needs to be modernized as buildings 

are in dilapidated conditions and material handling equipments are not 
adequate and wherever available are not in proper working conditions.  

 
3.3 ML stated that 3 phase technology is being introduced in Railways in 

all areas. So proper training should be given to officers & ground staff 
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handling such a system. Now all the new Rolling Stock to be rolled out 
will be of 3 phase technology.  

 
3.4 It was advised by him that due to introduction of modern technologies 

in all areas of rolling stock and operation of rolling stock, proper 
material handling and storage systems have become more important 
now, so Railways must plan for modernization of warehousing 
facilities. Due to introduction of large variety of items/ spares/ 
assemblies being utilized and due to their sophisticated nature, 
environment friendly dust free storage system should be planned. 
CLW should take lead in this regard and provide state of the art 
environmental friendly dust free storage system with ASRS in their 
stores depots under their modernization plan.   

 
3.5 ML stated that : 

(i) Mechanisation of depots is highly essential in the system due to 
enhanced volume of workload, reducing manpower and need to 
enhance efficiency further. 
(ii) Now more stores depots will be coming up with every electric shed.  
All new depots should be planned with full mechanization so as to 
have least manpower. All electric sheds and Workshop should plan & 
have in built proposals for environment friendly dust free ASRS for 
stores depots also. COSs should monitor this function as a priority 
item at their level. In this regard, ML stated that funds will not be a 
constraint for going ahead with depot modernization. 
(iii) Present ways of Information interchange at depot level are not 
good due to poor interconnectivity of depots.  For better utilization of 
material and manpower, details related to availability of items and 
sparable items should be available. 
 

3.6 ML stated that targets should be fixed for two to three years of 
materials requirements for RE, Rolling Stock, EMU & Coaching Stock 
and stores contracts should be awarded for two to three years 
requirements with appropriate PVC clause with staggered delivery 
period, specially in RE. 

 
3.7 ML desired that all tenders should be finalized within a period of 30 

days generally. However even in exceptional circumstances no tender 
should be kept pending for finalization beyond 60 days. He stated that 
instead of giving very long delivery period, staggered delivery period 
commensurate with rate of consumption should be given in all 
contracts. 

 
3.8 ML advised COSs to impress upon technical departments/ indentors 

to standardize description and specification of materials so that proper 
description, specifications, drawings  of materials are given in 
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purchase orders thereby minimizing the need for amendments in 
Purchase orders at post-contract stage. 

 
3.9 ML advised that E-procurement application should be adopted in a big 

way and implemented over Indian Railways.  This will be a giant leap 
in forward direction. 

 
3.10 It was advised to COSs that no material should be kept pending for 

inspection for more than 7 days and not exceeding 15 days in any 
case. This will result in reduction of material related problems to a 
very large extent. 

 
3.11 It was advised to COSs that there is a renewed emphasis on the 

Energy conservation.  Due to technological burst in this field, only 
such devices which are capable of energy savings upto 25% to 30%, 
should be put in place.  Detailed instructions on the subject are under 
issue. These will result in huge amount of carbon credit worth Rs. 100 
crores in this year only. 

 
3.12 ML informed that as per Montreal protocol, R-12 refrigerant can no 

longer be manufactured from April 2008 and its usage has to be 
phased out shortly.  So alternative refrigerant R-134A has to be used 
for all air-conditioning equipments. COS/NR should organize 
procurement of all items needed for switching over to alternative 
refrigerant R-134A for all Indian Railways requirements on urgent 
basis to meet the targets. 

 
3.13 To overcome shortage of EMU/MEMU, ML advised ICF to 

manufacture EMU/MEMU rakes at a fast pace and to ensure their 
delivery to WR by 01-04-2009. 

 
3.14 ML stated that non-availability of steel is leading to delay in timely 

completion of projects and advised to expedite delivery of steel. He 
informed that Chhapra - Barauni project is getting delayed for want of 
steel. 

 
3.15 It was advised to COSs to procure IT hardware on DGS&D rate 

contracts with extended warranty of 3 years to ensure proper quality. 
 
3.16 ML informed that OFC cables and signaling cables are being planned 

to be procured by Board.  Presently 376 SRSF works are getting 
delayed due to non-availability of cables. 

 
3.17 ML advised CORE to ensure timely availability of contact wire.  This 

will ensure timely completion of all works including SRSF works.   
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3.18 SCR was assured by ML regarding sanction of posts of Stores 
Officers (Revenue, Gazetted) for Electric Loco Shed KZJ and MEMU 
Car Shed/MLY. 

 
4.0 Address by MT 

 
4.1 MT welcomed all the participants for the 67th Periodical conference of 

COSs and complimented all COS for good work done by them despite 
tremendous growth of traffic volume over the past years. It was stated 
by him that Freight traffic has been growing at the rate of 9% while 
passenger traffic has been growing at the rate of 6% for past few 
years and this trend is likely to continue for few more years.  

 
4.2 MT complimented for ensuring excellent level of overall availability of 

safety items and for finalizing almost all tenders within the target time.  
 
4.3 MT advised that E-procurement on NR should be extended to all over 

IR & CRIS should plan accordingly.  
  
4.4 MT advised Railways that Quality of items being procured needs to be 

monitored very carefully as over past few years, excess loading of 
wagons has been permitted resulting in CC+8 and CC+8+2 loading of 
wagons which is likely to result in more tear and wear of wagons.  To 
ensure that wear and tear of wagons is minimized and there are no 
holds up for wagons, improved quality of items has to be ensured. 

 
4.5 MT stated that interior coach fittings of extremely good quality have 

been provided on few trains only.  This is to be extended on all the 
trains as this is our public interface.  

 
4.6 With regard to continuance of existing instructions on movement of 

scrap to RWF and wheels from RWF by loose wagons in multiple of 
ten, MT advised to Co-ordinate with TC directorate. It was further 
advised by him to explore the possibility of movement of scrap to 
RWF and wheels from RWF by CONCOR or by wagon rake to all 
major workshops.  

  
5.0 Address by Adv.(Vig.): 
 
5.1 Adv. (vig.) emphasized on :- 

(i)  Implementation of CVC’s instructions on leveraging technologies: 
increasing transparency and requested COSs to ensure alltime 
availability of vendor registration form, status of pending request 
for registration, list of approved vendors on website. 

(ii)  Rotational transfer of officers every 2/3 years as per existing 
guidelines. 
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(iii)  The procedure and laid down instructions in the area of scrap 
disposal at all stages are must. It was informed by him that during 
the special drive by vigilance, huge amount of scrap was found 
available with P-way supervisors which was not taken in books or 
not offered to stores for disposal. Such situation must be avoided. 

(iv)  There should be a system to avoid piecemeal purchase of same 
material against repeated Non-stock demands.  As far as 
possible, such items should be made stock items. He stated that 
demands should be dealt by the designated purchase sections 
only and not by any purchase section and tenders should be 
floated against vetted demands only and not against any other 
document.  

 
5.2 He also advised Railways that: 

(i) Simple items should not be procured on PAC repeatedly. 
(ii) In case of items, reserved for purchase from RDSO/ PU/ CORE 

approved sources, corresponding approved list should be placed 
in tender case. 

(iii) While procuring items to Brand/ Catalogue No/ Model/ Part No., it 
should be ensured that prices at which item is being purchased 
are reasonable. 

  
6.0 Address By Adv.(Fin.)(R): 

 
6.1 Adv(Fin)R complimented all Railways for maintaining TOR within the 

budgetary estimation.  However, some of the Railways like NER, 
NFR, NWR & SWR were advised by him to take necessary corrective 
actions for lowering TOR which is presently on higher side. 
 

6.2 He complimented all Railways for achieving all time high sales figures 
of Rs. 2736 crores against target of Rs. 2000 crores during 2007-08.  
 

6.3 He advised NWR, SWR, NCR & NER to take corrective action in 
management of their purchase suspense as it is on extremely higher 
side as on 31-03-2008. 
 

6.4 Railways were advised by him to settle tender cases well in advance 
of expiry of validity of offers. 
 

6.5 He advised Railways to carry out long outstanding modernization of 
depots. 
 

6.6 He stated that Stock verification should be done as per laid down 
targets and pending stock sheets should be cleared promptly. 
 

6.7 CRIS was advised to implement E-procurement quickly over IR. After 
implementation of e-procurement, it was advised to extend it to e-
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marketing & open systems, He further advised for adoption of 
concepts of  extranet and to go in for B to B concepts for inter-
department co-ordination to save on time and costs as are prevalent 
in leading corporations. 
  

7.0 Discussion on agenda items: 
 

7.1 Availability of safety items: 
 
Target for availability of Safety items is 100%.  Railways were advised 
to achieve the target within a period of 3 months.  ECR was advised to 
take proactive steps like Emergency Purchase, Single Tender 
wherever necessary and within S.O.P. provisions & assistance from 
other Railways to ensure cent percent availability of Safety items. 

 
7.2 Overall availability of Stock items:   
 

Even though the target for overall availability of stock items is 95%, 
Railways were advised to achieve cent percent availability of all items 
at all time, making use of enhanced powers of procurement as 
delegated to depots.   
 
On SER, ECR & NWR – the overall availability of items is less than 
95%.  These Railways should take proactive actions to ensure overall 
availability well above the targets. 

 
7.3 Inventory Management: 
 

(i) Railways were complimented for maintaining Closing Balance, 
Issues & TOR for the financial year 2007-08 within the Budgetary 
Projections of FM 2007-08. However NER, NFR & NWR were advised 
to carry out detailed analysis for very high Turn Over Ratio and take 
necessary corrective actions immediately.  
 
(ii) The purchase suspense as on 31-03-2008 has exceeded by 
50% over the Budgetary Projections of FM 2007-08. This situation has 
been considered as very alarming. It is very high on ER, SR, NCR, 
NWR, WCR & DLW.  These Railways were advised to clear their 
Purchase Suspense balance immediately in close co-ordination with 
FA&CAOs. 
 
Some of the COSs stated that despite Board (FC)’s letter, only the 
figures of sales suspense and purchase suspense are being advised 
by FA&CAO & details of sales suspense and purchase suspense are 
not been provided resulting in non-linking of vouchers by stores 
depots.  It was advised to COSs that this matter will be put up for kind 
consideration of FC again so that all the details related to purchase 
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suspense and sales suspense agewise and valuewise both, are 
provided by FA&CAO for each consignee for immediate linking and 
clearance.   

 
7.4 Revenue generation through disposal of scrap 
 

The actuals of last financial year and progress upto the end of 1st 
quarter in current year on revenue generation through disposal of 
scrap were reviewed for each Railway.  It was noted that Railways 
have done excellent work in generating revenue through disposal of 
scrap by exceeding the overall target by almost 35% during last 
financial year. The total revenue generated through disposal of scrap 
in the last financial year was Rs. 2732 crores as against the target of 
Rs. 2000 crores. The target for generation of revenue through 
disposal of scrap in the current financial year is Rs. 3004 crores which 
is a modest target considering the increase in price of iron and steel in 
the market this year.   
 
During current year Railways have generated total revenue of Rs. 738 
crores through disposal of scrap upto the month of June 2008 against 
a proportionate target of Rs. 600 crores. This is 85% more than the 
Rs. 399 crores of revenue generated through disposal of scrap during 
corresponding period of last financial year. 

 
7.5 ISO-9001 
 

The progress of implementation of ISO-9001 in the Headquarters 
office and independent General Stores depots on Railways was 
reviewed.  Some of the Railways are still lagging far behind in ISO 
9000 certification of HQ and independent depots.  On this, it was 
pointed out to the Railways that directives for ISO certifications of HQ 
office and Stores Depots were issued almost six years back but on 
quite a few Railways nothing much happened thereafter.  COSs of 
these Railways should keep the matter under their personal care and 
control so that by 31-03-2009, 100% compliance in this regard is 
achieved.  So, Railways were advised to speed up ISO-9001 
certification of HQ office and independent stores depots at the 
earliest.  COS/NR intimated that COS/NR office have been awarded 
an ISO 9001 certification for the entire purchase sections in July, 
2008. 

 
7.6 MMIS: 

 
The progress of implementation of MMIS was reviewed for each Zonal 
Railway. 
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It was advised to Railways to implement other modules of MMIS 
including stores finance module at the earliest so as to reap maximum 
benefits of MMIS.  
 
AM(RS) observed : 
 
1. CLW, ECR and NER are yet to implement Purchase Module 

and Depot module.  The Railways are advised to intimate the 
revised target dates. 

2. ER, WR & NER are yet to implement depot modules.  These 
Railways are advised to intimate the revised target dates. 

3. Most of the Railways are yet to implement finance module.  
Railways should expedite the same. 

 
7.7 Progress of implementation of E-Procurement: 

 
GM(Proj-V), CRIS made a brief presentation on implementation plan 
of E-procurement on Zonal Railways and PUs.  On the request of ER, 
NFR, SER, ECoR & NWR to implement e-procurement over their 
units, CRIS was advised to include all the remaining Railways who 
have implemented purchase module in IInd phase. 

 
7.8 Depot Modernisation 
 

It was advised to Railways that: 
  

• Board (MM) has been stressing upon cutting down the size of 
depots, usage of high level stacking system, automatic storage 
and retrieval system, palletisation so that limited man power can 
be utilized more optimally. 

• Further to avoid higher volumes of inventory in stocks, phased 
delivery schedules must be incorporated in all the contracts. 

 
Railways were advised: 

 
(i) To upload all M&P proposals needing Board’s approval on 

Board’s M&P portal. Hard copy of all such proposals should be 
sent to EDRS/S. 

(ii) Many Railways are yet to submit their depot modernization 
proposals which should be expedited for inclusion in Supp. 
Budget and next year’s budget.  COSs were advised to plan 
and submit the proposals within the laid down time schedule. 
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7.9 Works programme 
 

Efforts made by Railways in getting the proposals for Works 
Programme sanctioned under GMs power & DRMs power were 
appreciated and Railways were advised to continue to : 

 
(i) Make concerted efforts with engineering deptt. to get similar 

civil work for independent depots included in Railways Works 
programme.   

(ii) Fully utilize the Zonal contracts entered into by DRMs for 
getting various works executed for the depots under DRM’s 
powers to sanction such works. 

 
7.10 M&P Items 
 

The progress on planning, procurement and commissioning of M&P 
items was reviewed for each Railway. 

 
Railways were advised: 
(i) To monitor all Sanctioned M&P and Works at Railway 

headquarter level for timely implementation. 
(ii) To ensure that adequate number of material handling devices 

such as fork lifts, lifter trucks etc ate sanctioned under GMs 
powers on out of turn sanction for M&P on every year.   

(iii) To ensure timely replacement of existing M&P. 
 
7.11 The following model was suggested to the COSs: 

� Identify a Depot which requires rehabilitation and/or modernization 
� Determine the essential ingredients of M&P and works necessary 
� Utilize the following to the fullest extent: 

• Out of turn sanction of GM for M&P ((PH-41)  
• LSWP Sanction of GM for works (PH 42 and OSW) 
• Works which can be taken up under revenue to be 

sanctioned by DRMs for independent stores depots and 
CWMs for workshop attached depots (either against Zonal 
contracts of the Divisions or specific revenue/works).   

• Send proposals to Board under the PH41 or PH 42 or 
OSW for the residual work. 

7.11.1  COSs should keep the matter under this personal care and control 
and nominate CMMs as co-coordinating Officers. 

 
7.12 Advertised Tenders pending for more than 60 days: 
  

The status of advertised tenders awaiting finalization beyond 60 days 
was reviewed for each Railway and Railways were complimented for making 
reasonable progress in this direction.  
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• Railways to ensure that all tenders have to be settled as early 
as possible preferably within 30 days and these should not be 
kept pending for finalisation beyond 60 days. 

 

• From the data as available, it was noted that the pending tender 
cases are high in the following Railways: 

 

Level Railways with highest Number of pending tenders 

CMM CR, WR 

DYCMM NR, WR, NER  
SMM ER, NR, NER, SR, SECR, SWR  

 
These Railways should take proactive action to settle tenders within 

the period specified.  Regular monitoring and review by COSs are necessary  
 
7.13 Demand coverage – Stock items – CP starting in next 3 months 
 

The progress made on the status of coverage of stock items for CP 
starting within next three months was reviewed.  It was advised to 
Railways that Stock items awaiting coverage where contract period is 
starting in next three months, must be NIL, as all contracts must be 
put in place at least three months before commencement of Contract 
period. 
 

• Position of Demand coverage position for stock items where CP 
starting in next 3 months is poor over ER, NR, NFR, SER & SWR.  
This should be reduced to NIL over next 3 months period.    

 
7.14 Demand coverage – non-stock demands awaiting coverage 

beyond 6 months/12 months 
  

It was advised to Railways that there should not be any non-stock 
demand pending for coverage beyond six months unless the same 
is kept pending due to some decision taken consciously. 
 
Percentage of demands pending for coverage beyond 12 months 
were very high on NER, WR, NCR, NWR & SWR while in absolute 
terms, the position of ER, NER, WR, NCR & SWR was found to be 
very bad. 

 
Similarly percentage of demands pending for coverage beyond 6 
months were very high on NR, NER, WR, NCR, NWR & SWR while 
in absolute terms, the position of WR, NCR & SWR was found to be 
very bad. 
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It was advised to Railways that Major complaint of indentors/users 
with stores deptt., are about delayed coverage/non-coverage of non-
stock demands which reflects very poorly on the image of department.  
So, timely coverage of non-stock demands will go a long way in 
improving the image of department. Here also COSs are required to 
have regular monitoring and review meetings.  Position must improve 
visibly by 30-09-2008. 

 
7.15 Customer care & Field Inspections: 
  

The position as given by the Zonal Railways on the field inspections 
carried out by Dy.CMMs and CMMs of divisions in depot was 
reviewed. From the position, it appears that Customer Care & Field 
Inspections are not being given adequate attention & it remains a 
neglected area. Therefore Railways were once again advised to 
ensure visit to divisions and depots by Dy.CMM & CMM as per laid 
down schedule and to hold coordination meeting in division so as to 
resolve/sort out a large number of issues at field level resulting in 
enhancement of customers’ satisfaction.  COSs should send a report 
of compliance of Board’s instructions in this regard. 

  
7.16 Suggestion by Railways: 
 

Railways Suggestion Board’s 
comments 

CR Enhancement in PO vetting limits : 
The powers of purchase officers have been 
increased considerably but the pre-check limit of 
purchase orders have been restricted to existing 
limits of Rs.50,000/- for non-safety items and 
Rs.1 lakh for safety items.  It is requested that 
these limits should also be revised.   

Revised limits to 
be issued 
shortly. 

 
7.17 Presentations: 
 

(i) Presentation was made by Sr Professor (MM)/RSC on best 
practices in Materials Management and Synchronized Materials 
Management and Supply Chain Management. 

(ii) Presentation was made by GM/Proj.-V/CRIS on current status 
of e-procurement project. 

 
 
 
 
  


